HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Municipal, Parochial and Cultural Affairs

Will meet at: 9:30 A.M. Date: June 14, 2005

Location: Committee Room 4

Remarks:

HR 79 CROWE (TBA) LIBRARIES Requests public libraries to confine certain books and materials to areas designated exclusively for adult access and distribution (SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)

SB 47 BARHAM (TBA) TAX/LOCAL Provides for power of the Morehouse Parish Lake Commission to levy taxes, issue bonds, and incur indebtedness pursuant to the Constitution of Louisiana. (gov sig) (SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)

SB 121 CHEEK (TBA) FIRE PROTECTION Authorize fire protection districts in certain parishes, subject to voter approval, to levy a service charge and to use such revenues to provide fire protection, emergency medical transportation and all related emergency services. (gov sig) (SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)

SB 297 DUPLESSIS (TBA) PARISHES Provides for an annual application form for an exemption of ad valorem taxation granted to property pursuant to Art. VII, Sec. 21(B) of the constitution in New Orleans. (gov sig) (SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)

SB 325 JONES (TBA) SPECIAL DISTRICTS Authorizes the Downtown Economic Development District of the city of Monroe to engage in tax increment financing. (gov sig) (SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)

SCR 44 AMEDEE (TBA) PARKS Requests the office of state parks in coordination with the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries to conduct a feasibility study to determine if the area in or around the Maurepas Swamp Wildlife Management Area is suitable for a state park. (SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)

________________________________________

ERNEST BAYLOR, JR.
Chairman